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holiday throughout China States. Within a few minutes after the
Conn.,
T
April
jas
Hartford,
For the present
nut these matters
Yuan Shi Kai's message to parlia receipt of a cablegram saying th
hour today a number of United States during the first three hours' fighting. on one side and think only of this one fect.
posed amendment to the federal conTERRIFIC FIRE.
soldiers fought a batlte in the streets
ent, which was not read publicly new republic was successfully launchstitution providing for popular elec-;Thirty-si- x
states, the requisite
thing of the changes in our fiscal
fla
At 1 o'clock the heavy cannonading system
with a crowd of Mexicans and negroes
have approved the change. tion of United States senators was since his presidency, is still provis- - ed today, the great
which may best serve to open
ot China, with its red, yellow, blue,
tohere. One soldier was killed and two was resumed, with the state troops riore the free channels of
consisted
of
lonal,
of
congratulathe
ratified
hearty
the
for
assambly
Ii
governors
remains
by
general
only
prosperity
injured. It' required both the police pressing forward. The advance was to a great people who we would serve all states which have acted favorably day. It was approved In the house 150 tion and the expression of hope that vhtte and black stripes was hoisted
reserves and the provost guard to re- met with a terrific fire" from the fed
to formally notify Secretary Bryan and to 77 and passed the senate unani the republic would lact ten thousand to the staff over the' Chinese legat'oi
building here.
store order.
eral artillery.
years.
for him to issue a proclamation an- - mously.
(Continued on page eight).
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Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.

IS

ROMANCE

F.

BAKER) SUFFERED

CHARLES

OR SWEEPING POWDER.

H.

L

INTERPRETER,
GUEZ,

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

AT THE

CHINESE

SEETWO,

A.'D

OF SPAIN,

MISS
ARE

RODRI-

HE SUCCEEDS TO THE LEADING POSI-

MARRIED

TION IN THE MORGAN FINANCIAL

CAPITOL.

ELOPED FROM

HOUSE, TEMPORARILY,

EL PASO

WILSON PLEASES ALL

AS RELATIVES OBJECTED

GROCERY CO.

AT LEAST.

EXCEPT SPOILSMEN

1

For Many Years. On Thigh. Also
on Scalp. Awful Itching Skin.
Could Not Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Completely Cured,

NOW

MANVILLE DUSTBANE

TORMENT

WITH

THE LEADER

CULMINATED

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

INTER

GEO.

TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 1913.

Lebanon, O. "My eczema started on
my tlitnh with a small pimple. It also camn
on my scalp. It. began to Itch and I began
to scratch. For eighteen
or twenty years I could not
tell what I paused through
with that awful
I would scratch until the
blood would soak through
my underwear, and I couldn't talk to my friends on the
street but 1 would be digging and punching that
spot, until I was very much ashamed. The
so
Intense I could not sleep after
itclii .s was
oiico in bed and warm. I certainly suffered
tormi nt with that eczema for many years.
" 1 ( :ased after everything I ever heard of;
all to no avail. I saw the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent for J
a sample. Imagine my delight when I
YOU MUST PAINT THE NEW HOUSE; YOU OUGHT TO PAINT THE
applied the first dose to that awful itching
OLD ONE, IT PAYS BECAUSE IT SAVES THE HOUSE.
fire on my leg and scalp, in less than a
minute the Itching on both places ceased.
YOU'LL ENJOY HOME MORE IF YOUR HOUSE IS NEWLY, BRIGHTI got some more Cuticura Soap and OintLY PAINTED
SO WILL YOUR WIFE AND FAMILY.
ment. After the second day I never bad
WHAT'S THE USE OF LIVING UNLESS YOU LIVE?
another itching spell, and Cuticura Soap
and Ointment completely cured me. I was
OUR PAINTS "STICK" AND HOLD THEIR COLOR.
troubled with awful dandruff all over my
scalp. The Cuticura Soap has cured that
trouble." (Signed) L. R. Fink, Jan. 22, 1912.
-Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
Bolii throughout the world. Liberal sample of
Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
JtaTendcr-facc- d
men should use Cuticura
So.ip Shaving Stick, 20c. Sample free.

IP

An international romance
with all
(liy Gilsou Gardner.)
the thrills of an elopmunt was culmiWashington, D. C, April 8. The
Ke
nated at Santa
when Charles il. L, man who will most probably succeed
from J. I'. Morgan as the brains of 'he great
Seetwo whose family conies
China, married Miss Francisco Rod- banking house to which he gave his
riguez, who hails from Sunny Spain name, is Henry V. Davison, a young
Kew bridgrooms contemplating an man
just past forty. There are older
aisle stroll found their path so beset men in the Morgan house, but they
willi difficulties at the very moment a will not reign long.
marriage license was sought, but as
George F. Itaker is the richest and
usual, "love found a way" and oppou-- nominally the most powerful man now
were
battled Ieft in Wall s.,,et but he is 7? years
tnts of Cupids program
and beaten.
j0id. lle says himself, that he desires
o
The wedding ceremony was
retlre at nu early dat0. R;lkel is
formed at the supreme court room mesiQ-en-t
of the First National bank
FOOD.
STOCK
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
about i p. m. yesterday, Chief Justice ot New York and is a director in 58
WOOD
Clarance J. Roberts tying the nuptial other corporations, and his wealth is
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages knot.
Friends of the bridegroom front probably almost as great as that of
Ei Paso were the witnesses.
Morgan. He Is not, however, a great
Fe
house in
It was about 3 o'clock yesterday af- leader, and the leadership of the big
The only exclusive
ternoon when two automobiles dash- financial interests will no doubt go
ed up to the county court house. Sev- into
younger hands.
eral men alighted and a glance at
is in this connection that the
It
of all those who have regard
Phone Black their stature indicated that the author
Phone Black
personality of Henry P. Davison be- for the efficiency of the public service.
of the book: "When Men Grew Tall" comes
Davison is the
Important.
might have done well to stage his strong young man. He is a man with
GETS
novel in this city. Then out 'leaped a square jaw and a close moiitn.
Ju young Chinaman attired in a smart, eyeg are SMappy and his motions are
ALTHOUGH POOR
He"
gray Norfolk jacket and tight fitting the same. He is the executive.
tiousers. With him alighted a very has the physical strength and the
.Colby, Kan. April 8.
pretty, petite and demure maiden, with courage to tackle new difficulties.
t John Connelly of this town is
red cheeks and dark brown, drooping While the older members of the finan
of the new Democratic members,
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
eyes.
cial coterie are passing off the stage, oni'
nl) ilnarmh V anH nnmmnn umiap
When the party filed Into County it will be men like Davison in the pos!-1- , li'li.iuo
... .a
,,,
ODS, Electricity plays a most imponmmnfrt
fron0,,v
Clerk Marceliuo Ortiz's office
there tion which Davison holds, who will
Washington.
Connelly is a country
rtant part.
was a mild sensation.
The grandfather would
afgrasp the reins and direct the big
editor whose pride is in the fact that
"Who is that Oriental?'1 some ono fairs of these big banking firms.
be
amazed
at the radiance of the mod-hohe gets all there is out of life though
asked.
Morgan has gone, but Morgan &. poor,
era
"He's a Japanese prince," was the Company still lives. Morgan & Com
and why all this light? To
"The world is full of strange analojeply.
X
influence
is
the
more homelike to make
home
dominating
pany
make
Domestic Lump
the
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
gies," he said today in discussing an
The word got around the court trust
companies, banks, railroad di- incident on a train which carried him
bouse that another "international marthe home the most pleasant spot on earth
rectorships and industrial corporations to Topeka. "Some men with money
riage" of celebrities was to take place, to the extent of billions. Somebody
for father, mother and children. Good light
this time in Santa Fe instead of Lon must direct these affairs and the man anil no ability to enjoy it, and others
with disposition and ability to enjoy
don or New York.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
who is likely to begin to sho'v m the! il,
Phone One Double O J.
yet cursed with poverty."
"What (fees his highness desire?" financial
Daviis
P.
spotlight
desired.
Henry
was question of an onlooker.
Connelly was telling his home folks
son.
about a fellow on the train who boast-i"The prince wishes a marriage liIn the handling of appointments so
that he was worth $200,000 "There
cense like other mortals who are
President Wilson has given great were ten men in the crowd half of
far,
victims."
Cupid's
to all except the spoilsmen. them not worth a thousand dollars
And could he get it? Mr. Ortiz hem- siiilsfaction
have begun to growl. One each," he said, " and yet there was
med and hawed. What is the law The latter
which not one ono of them who didn't get
about Chinamen or Japanese marry- of the particular appointments
has pleased the advocates of the merit more out of life than the fellow who
Americans?
ing
E. Clark for was boasting about his money.
"Be very careful in the granting of system is that of Edward
term
as
a
member
of the in
another
came every man ex- this license," was the message sent by
"When
terstate commerce commission. Clark cept the night
went into the slep- 'to
District
Reed
the
braggart
county
Attorney
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
was a holdover nominated by Presi- - er and
clerk and his assistants. They were .
up $2 for a bertS, and '
gave
urn t Taft, but refused confirmation slept like a gentleman should. The
"OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
careful.
the closing hours of the last next
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
during
this same fellow, blear-- I
"I am not a Japanese nor a citizen
morning
IENT as to touch the button and
lle has made an excellent eyed
and unkempt was
of China; I was born in San tYancisco session,
as commissioner, and was en- boasting that he had saved
record
your stove is ready to cook your
$2 doubling
and a citizen of the United States,"
You
titled to reappointment.
Your House
up in a seat in the smoker.
said Mr. Seetwo in excellent English.
iron ready to use, your toasted
The nomination of Charles P. Neill
"When we got off tne train next
The "Japanese prince" romance was
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
is
of
the
labor
bureau
another
for
for
head
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready
shattered at a whack. But Mr. OrtU
morning the crowd went to a hotel
breakfast except the
had to see his way clear before seeing appointment "pleasing to those who and got a
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
are more interested in efficiency than rich chap, and he dodged and ate at
Percolators , Grills,
Mr. Seetwo licensed to wed.
Phone 223
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heata cheap hash house. Give this fellow
Etc.
Irons,
"And are we not to marry after all," politics.
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing:
was also among those a fee simple title to the state of Kan
Neill
Dr.
asked the demure maiden in Spanish,
whom the senate refused to confirm, sas and he would still be a pauper in
for you. We furnish It reasonable rates,
her drooping eyes still more drooping.
effort was made by certain his ability to enjoy."
Then some ono remembered that and every
day and night' Estimates and full inforsouthern Democratic senators who
' when lu doubt consult the
attorney are
mation cheeerfully given.
to the influence of southsubject
It
will not pay you to waste your
general." Certainly if it were proper ern cotton mill owners, to prevent
time writing out your legal form
to ask Mr. Clancy whether one may
N Bill's appointment.
This 'was due to when you can
get them already printshake dice for drinks it would be
Neill's
which
made
bureau
the
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
proper to ask if a Chinese gentleman on report
the employment of women and chil- pany.
born in America might wed a Spanish
dren in the southern mill industry.
lady born in Spain?
Another excellent appointment is
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
CALL ON MR. CLANCY. '
of John Skelton Williams to be
USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASthat
all points in New Mexico, Ari
So the party motored over to the assistant
of the treasury.
secretary
The antiseptic powder to be shaken
capitol, raising the dust in their hurry. Williams is a Virginia man, well
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
S. known to
into
General
Assistant
the shoes. If you want rest and
Attorney
Harry
reason
of
southerners
the
to
by
Torrance thence.
CENTRAL
There hard fight he made to keep the South- comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
Clancy received the visitors.
use Allen's Foot-Easwas some time consumed in introduc- ern
PHONE 5 MAIN.
railway from falling into the sweating feet,
It relieves corns and bunions of all
tions. It was evident Mr. Clancy was hands of the
being waited on by a delegation from Oil group about seven years ago. Wil- pain and prevents blisters, sore and
the immigration service.- - First of all liams
represented the interests of the callous spots. Just the thing for DancMr. Seetwo was presented as inter- local investor in the railroad
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
property ing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
preter of the department of commerce and tried to protect them against the for Breaking in New Shoes. It is the
SAWED WOOD
and labor from El Paso. Briefly h stock inflation and Wall street job greatest comfort discoverey of the
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
told how he had labored to get a mar bing which Ryan and Morgan were age. Try it today. Sold everywhere,
and T. putting through. He was defeated at 25 cts. Don't accept any substitute,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
riage license. H. Williams
Gurlcy then were introduced. They the time, and this is the first recog- f or FREE trial package, address
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
said they were of the immigration bu nition of an unsuccessful but
praise
reau at El Paso and had come up hers
worthy fight.
ar, witnesses in Judge Pope's court.
The spoils hunters were hopeful of
Then the towering J. E. Fletcher, "of
FARM FOR SALE
being able to secure the job of heau ot FRUIT
was
the
Paso
El
police department,"
For Rates and Full lnformation'Address
but they have
the
children's
bureau,
IN POJOAQLE VALLEY, N. M.
"We are friends of Mr. been stalled
presented.
Western Seeds
by President Wilson's anA one hundred and forty-on- e
P. AGENT,
acre
Seetwo," he said, "and we "would like nouncement that Julia
0 F
will be
Lathrop
For Western Planters
to atte'nd his wedding, if the law says
EL PASO, TEXAS.
retained. The latter has an excellent farm near Nambe in Pojoaque Pueblo
yes."
For Repairing of All Knw
record as a worker for child and fac- Grant, 8 miles from Espanola on O.
"Well there is plenty of
Once
not
8
used
used.
removal
her
It
and
Alway
R.
la JKcta! and Wood
4.
G. R. R., 14 miles from Santa Fe
tory employees
at your dealer, we will supply you
talent here," chuckled the as- would have been a bald concession to
direct.
with good auto or wagon road to both
sistant attorney general.
"GINS, BICYCLE,
the spoilsmen.
Our'IMJ Catalogue Free.
The appointment of John Marble as places; about 52 acres under ditch
"That's right," said L. Zerilla, also
DRY
PARSILOCK, KEY an4
of El Paso, who was with the party a member of the Interstate commerce and in cultivation, and all but about
D OCR SPECIALTY
NG SEEDS.
but who laid no claim to an official commission to succeed Lane, promot- 10 acres of the balance capable of
UPHOLSTERING
SPECIALTIES
ed to the cabinet, assures the con- cultivation; about 12 acres In alfalfa;
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tinuance of the Progressive majority nearly 3,000 choice selected and flourSox
COL
1804, Dept. 4, DENVER,'
(Continued on page three).
now existing in the commission. Tbe
'The West Point of the Southwest.
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
ishing fruit set, of which 150 are in
choice of Marble was made regardless
in
come
balance
will
and
the
bearing
$100
$100.
Reward,
Ranked as "Distinguished
to bearing next year; the locality of
The readers of this paper will be of partisan considerations.
In the department' of Justice, Attor- this farm is one of the choice fruit
Institution " by the U S. pleased to learn that there
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
is at least
announc
sections of the state, with
of the Interior, T7. S.
one dreaded disease that science has ney General McReynolds has
War Department.
Department
raising
asabundant water for irrigation secured
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
been able to cure in all its stages, and ed that he would retain the four
Located In the beautiful Pecos
who are known to him, au-- under settled rights; good title; a
sistants,
U
is
that
1, 1913.
Catarrh.
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
Valley. 5,700 feet above sealevel,
to
out
his reservoir covering about 1
carry
acres
Notice
the only positive cure now known to who are competent
is hereby
sunshine every day. Open air
given that
work throughout the entire sesthe medical fraternity. Catarrh being policies. The outline of policies is the now and capable of enlargement
Thomas W. Roberts, of Santa Fe, N.
sion.
Conditions for physical
adobe dwelling
a constitutional disease, requires a important thing in that department, many times; a
M, who, tin February 6, 1909, made
and mental development are
Retreatment.
Hall's and McReynolds' split with Wicker-sha- house In fine condition, a hay shed
constitutional
Homestead Entry No. 08716. for 8 3
IDEAL such as cannot be found
distrust
Tobacco
over
the fake
and barn large enough for 10 head of
SecNW
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actSec. Z and N
SW
elsewhere In Amerloa. Fouring directly upon the blood and mj solution forecasts a departure from stock; the entire tract under 3 and 4 We make Mission
tion 11, Townehl 16 N., Range 0 E..
teen officers and instructors, all
Furniture, N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice ot
Icous surfaces of the system,
there- the Wickersham method of trust bust wire fence, a wagon and blacksmith
gradnates from standard EastI
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-der- s, intention to
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
shop, all necessary farming Impledestroying the foundation of the ing.
make three year proof, to
jty
and do all kinds
modern In every respect.
Meantime, Postmaster General Bur- ments in first class condition; a choice
and giving the
disease,
establish claim to the land above depatient
of
fourth
fruit farm in a choice location in the
repairing.
strength by building up tbe constitu- leson has announced that the
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
Regents
U. s. Land Office, at Santa Fe. N. M.,
tion and assisting nature In doing Its class postmasters will not be remov- finest climate. Other farming and
E. A. CAHOO!. President.
work. The proprieties have so much ed for political reasons. Instead, they stock ranch property requiring atten1. E. RHEA,
on the 11th day of April. 1913.
faith in its curative powers that they are to be selected through civil servic 3 tion and I cannot' give necessary at.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
witnesses :i
Claimant names as
NOVELTY WORKS.
JOHN W. POB, Seoretary.
offer One Hundred Dollars for any tests.
tention to further development of this
W. M. Perry, Samuel
Tl.omas
Delgado.
XOsfc
W. A. F1NLAY.
All this Is very disappointing to of place.
E. H. Baca, all of Santo Fe, N.
jcase that it fails to cure. Send for list
157 W.
SANTA FE. N. IK. Faller,
Telephone
who have crowded the
of testimonials.
' For particulars and Illustrated
one-haand
M.
cash
Terms $12,000;
Address F. J. CHENEY
MANUEL B. OTERO.
address,
CO., To city, hungry for spoils regardless of balance 2 to 5 year) time at 6 per
A ittue want ad costs but a fe
ledo. Ohio.
public welfare or any other considera cent interest
Register.
cents aad brings wonderful results
COL.JAS. W.WiLLS0,Supt,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
tion. The president has deliberately
For further particulars address
'want
Mexican
Ada
New
New
Um
to
always
watt
fMlsted
Take Hall'a Family 'Pills for consti- and knowingly offended these spoil-me:
NJ. Vtf at
bring results. Try
pation.
but in doing to has mado COSmE KEKEU,
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THPCR

ernlnsr, they would mid must have
the charter of the Church's author-IS THE
(lessors. It Is not possible to find in Ly. she ftCtg foI. her Lonl and nets REACTIONARY
'
v event
.
,ine New Testament u
flir 118 slle c,,rn"8 ,mt J,,s
in the founding of the riLch
OR
wil1- HOUSE
It is in this capacity an steward
;nioiidfiig exactly with the ordinary
in the founding of a soci'.ty, lor ruler of the Church that Peter can
procedure
refers to Peter not merely a I, o.,' the formal association of a num- have a successor: but our Lord, In
To the Editor,
Santa Fe New Mexican:
I' eel worn out blue and tired ? Don 't let
a man, but as exercising the God- - in I'erof persons into nn organized body Matthew ls.,s addresses to all the' THE PROGRESSIVE WORK IS LIKELY TO
your cold develop
HB omeers.
hoholars agree that ,lI)0Stlea nl.ef
There has been lately brought to spired knowledge and faith
into bronchitis, pneumonia or catarrh. The reliable alterIn
same language
,be
Btiy
DONE IN THE SENATE MORE THAN
BE
ative and tunic which has proven its value in the pant 40 years is
of tn uf
(Mat-ti....- - me iirm step in uie louiulatlon
wivnn
n.y attention an article which ap- divine sonshlp Just expressed
Pntm (n Msitthmv
ALDRICH
IN THE HOUS- E- GOVERNOR
peared in the Forum of the New MexIf Ihp T.nrd meant to say Society (1 e the Church I, was taken ij,,,
ii;.tfi
the t,.xt ln fll. v.i-:iquote
j
ican of Saturday, March 29th, signed that because of his (Peter's) C.od-lu- - !wl,el ,h "nn uiii i ins jtesurreciion r Rnv until vrll WllH tMOtVT c sllltlt
OUT FOR PRO-OF NEBRASKA COMES
the apostles the great coinmis- ',,
A. h. Morrison, in which the author srired knowledge pud faith He would 'M
h..
i,,.,,,,,, 'in ,,.....
one
to make diHcipl. and baptiZO i,,,,.
GRESSIVESS.
says: "I want only to ask him
build His Church on Peter, it Is easy!'
,,,i ,,,olinnvir vn Hllsitl lnnso ,,,,in
"- - next step recorded ,,,.,.,
inestion, that 1 hope he will answer to understand that He would have
be ,OOBed fn h(,.lvt.M."
shal,
Restores activity to the liver and to tlio circulation the blood in
I entecost w hen the apostles
in his next sermon. The question is Joined with Peter in this
purified, the digestion and appetite improved and the whole body
lmiUt.B tlle Ap0STLES stewards or
,
Washington, 1. ('., April s. The re-the invigorating force of this extract of native medicinal
out
to
i.
foelg
the
carry
this: To whom do refer the following
eominlBsion,
and;bt8a,
who had like knowledge
(icers of the Church.
In consequence, the heart, brain and nerves feel the
plants.
i.etionary trend of the responsible
w''
words of Christ, that He Bald just faith.
'
!nt '""l It is clear,
Have we any historical evi- - "
refreshing influence. For over 40 years this reliable remedy has
then, is it not, that one Democratic leadership in the house is,
e.
viz:
Soc
in liquid form by all medicine dealers. It can now also
been
after 'Thou ait Peter
sold
Yes
.Matthew'lfi-l.mean
this?
did
He
dence that
)
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DECREASE IN COPPER.
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New York, N. Y., April 8. The
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of Nebraska, has come out for
temporathe Progressive party. In a recent
con-fi- ct
message to the Progressives of Michso
igan, who are engaged in a campaign
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better
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government is sure to follow because
it recognizes and is fighting for equal-itwill
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:
every man may have that chance to
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to be informed about any article of food or drink likely to affect
succeed commensurate with his abil-his future welfare and comfort.
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primar-ity;
ily for the individual, the government'
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when unsteady heart, disordered digestion and upset nerves drive
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home facts which should have been known years before.
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and builders; hence we must makei
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men better and give the individual
and hygienists know to be harmful to both young and old.
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STANDING OF
broader opportunities to develop the
Lulu Krick
Mrs. J. Muralter.... 1,320
Mrs. C. Patterson.. 53,133 Mamie Lamberton . 18.325 Evelyn Morris . ... 5,870
342,891
best that is in him -- because the Pro-- ,
Edith Marmon . ...280,055
1,295
Carmen Abreu . .. 50,520 Romulda Gomez . . 15,810 Polly Borrego . ... 4,595
Lucy Ortiz
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party is the only political or-Mrs. W. G. Sargent. 242,192
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Ramona Baca . ... 15,685 Mrs. W, Parsons .. 4,410 Lola Michaelson
Mary Quintans . ... 43,745
ganization today that is meeting this
Nellie Gann .
Mrs. Fred Alarid .. 35,365
.220,566
Mrs. C. F. Kanen. . . 15,515 Edna Lutz
4,035 Mrs. C. L. Bowlds. 1,195
situation "and, recognizing these es-Mrs. Paul Doran . ..198,481
Mrs. Thos. Doran. . 33375 Tiburcita Gonzales . 15,48f Mrs. Gus Koch ... 3,945 'Irs. G. W. Armijo. 1,195
sentials, may this movement win in
Frances Leeson . . . .189,41 C Mrs. V. Casados . . . 33,675 Mrs. Fred Hogle .. 15,125 Cecelia Palmer . ... 2,940 Ruth Mendenhall .. 1,120
Michigan and all other states."
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Miller . . 11,065
Mrs. J. V. Conway. . 2,670 Jean Law
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Petrita Oelgado . . 19,845 Elena Sena
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main parties.
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you. Every
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nothing to help some friend. Remember the contest stores are the following
THE MODERN GROCERY CO.. JOHN PFLUEGER,
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this contest possible.
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WOLGAST

HIS

HAS

LAST

CHANCE

iTO

" COME

BACK."!

Second Bout, April 19, With Harlem j
Murphy, Will Prove Whether Once
Great Fighter Can Continue in the
Ring or Whether He Must Take!
His Seat With the "Down and

'

j

1

i

j

,

j

'

r'

Outers."

BABIES

EUGENIC

.(

.

ARE

A

Francisco.
"If Ad fails to beat Tommy Mur-phy in his next contest he will re- mana-tire," says the

1

,

S.

W.,

April

8

cur-ky'-

j

1,700,-000,00- 0

SAYS

SUCCESS,

San Francisco, Cal., April 8. Ad
Wolgast, one of the most wonderful
lightweights who ever lived, will
make his last stand In pugilism on
the afternoon of April 19 in San

The 12TH FOREST SALE IS
TO BE ADVERTISED.
thronghout tne whole of AuBtraIia aml
Washington, D. C., April 8. The
serious
las asBumed
proportions, twelfth large load of national forest
s
Passenger service is seriously
timber, amounting to 52,000,000 feet,
tailed and the movement of freight offered for sale in the last nine months
is almost at a standstill. Demoralized by the forest service, is ready for adconditions prevail. Total suspension vertisement. It is in the Ranier naof rail traffic over the entire common-key- , tional forest, state of Washington.
In
wealth is probable by tomorrow.
Since the beginning of the present,
fiscal year, the service has advertised about 2,500,000,000 feet and has
MRS. J. BORDEN
closed contracts for the sale of
feet. One sale was for 800,000,-f.'OHARRIMAN.
feet.
For the Ranier timber the minimum
price set is from 50 cents to $1.50 per
thousand feet, the government reserving the right to raise the price after
three years if market prices advance
N.

Sydney.

The

warehouse, containing 6,000
barrels was practically destroyed,
Men even left the levees, said the
KENTUCKIANS PROUD OF
government officer to save Kentuc-PRODUCT SAVED WHISKEY.
of the
The location
product.
be- Washington. P. C, April 8. Hun- warehouse was not disclosed
dreds of barrels of whisky, swept cause it might create unnecessary
from a demolished bonded warehouse alarm among the owners of the whis-all of which is safe.
in Kentucky in tin? recent flood were

the event of such an eventuality, busl-ne- s
svirtually would come to a stand-- '
still and the loss would be incalculable. Australia has not faced such a
crisis in many years.

AUSTRALIA IS
FACING BIG
B. STRIKE

today by Commissioner Caone of tlie internal revenue

ft

materially.
Rheumatism as a result of kidney
trouble, stiff and aching joints, back- ache and sore kidneys will all yield to
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
are tonli- in action, quick in results
curative always. W, S. Skelton, Stanley, Ind., says: "I would not take,
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trou- ble I received from one single box of
Foley Kidney Pills." Capital Phar

ger, Tom Jones.
"If I do not beat Murphy I will quit
the ring forever," echoes Wolgast.
Both manager and boxer fully rea!- ize that if the Murphy hurdle, cannot
be negotiated this time it will he useless to make an attempt to win back
the championship and that the day of
AVolgast's big earning power will have
passed. Not that Murphy is not ai
good boy, but he is not a champion
and if .he can again succeed in hold-- !
ing Wolgast to a draw lie will have
convinced the Cadillac boy that he Is
no longer there,
Wolgast really did not train very
much for his last meeting with Mur-phy and as a consequence lacked his
usual speed and strength. In getting
a draw he was exceedingly lucky, as
Murphy had things his own way until
Ihe 19th round, when Wolgast made
a burst with the little strength he had
left and had the round by a good margin. In the final period,
however,
Murphy gave as good as his opponent sent and when the final bell rang
AVolgast was all in.
Soon after his bout with Willie
Ritchie, Wolgast, in an unguarded
moment said that he no longer felt
'
a desire to get Into the full swing
of training that road and gym work
became irksome. It may be that this
; is true, but the old
suspicion that the
operation for appendicitis had left
; him
in such shape that he had lost
MURPHY (LEFT)
the power to train properly crops up.
Tom Jones laughs at this belief, point- tions, that in training there is nothing out that even though he did little ing really impelling but that in fighttraining he was capable of going 20 ing a boxer is forced to work to
rounds.
save himself. That is what' Wolgast
The other side argues that training had to do against Murphy and what
and lighting are different proposi- - he will have to do again if he does

I

,

j

.

macy.

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state

'

'I

M?

ri

y

i

A

A J

Y

y

Motorcycle

j

Gives One Man

j

Power of 3
H. R. Rupp, ' time-keepA. S. Bentley & Sons

AND WOLGAST.
not get into good condition.
If Wolgast loses this time it will
mean his finish, that he will have to
join the "down and outers" and depend in future on his property holdings to keep the wolf from the door.

WON'T TALK ABOUT FIGHTS AND

ABOUT POTATOES

FIGHTERS-I- T'S

AND PIGS

MRS. J. BORDEN HARRIMAN AND SOME OF THE "EUGENIC BABIES."
Ci.'npaign of parental instruction and to produce an inferior race.
By Mary Boyle O'Reilly.
"Well, we say postpone motherhooj,
care in the most congested districts.
if you will, but when it has occurred,
Are babies bred under the laws of
"Six districts were selected, a nurse it is worth while trytug to insure 'he
oi
eugenics the scientific breeding
placed in charge of each and milk sta- birth of the best possible babies.
the human race successful.
ns established. Expectant mothers
"Consider these pictures, presented
Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, famous tu
as earlv l:ere. "Alice" is the fif'b child of Its
New York society woman and charity from the tenements registered
learned how to
put parents, but the first to be born alive
yes" as possible,
worker,
says "yes decidely
in good condition, how to Both father and mother are iudue-triouShe comes to the conclusion because themselves
healthy, and in most matters
keep in good condition, what foods to
of the results achieved by the
to do irtelligent, but they did not know the
work
to
what
what
avoid,
eat,
is
milk committee, of which she
ai.d what work not to do. And this we danger of a mother overworking be;
president.
fore the birth of her baby. Our nuive
called practical eugen'.cs
"Eugenic babies are far hardier than
them better and the result is n
infan
reduced
taught
the
This
campagn
we
touna
'n
have
ithe ordinary kind,
and
to
living
125
to
thousand
healthy child now 3 months
from
the
mortality
iour work among the babies," says
old.
...
103!
it!
of
Think
iMrs. Harriman.
rate
The death
" 'Jackie' is 2 months old and bid3
!among them is far lower,
"It is claimed that work of this 3D 't
work is in- - fair to become a healthy man, tvi:ugh
in fact all
"The effort to protect the half mil-lion quarts of milk consumed daiiy by terfering with nature's plans of the the came of dissipated parents.. Of
babies in New York city under 5 years survival of the fittest; that by ke3, fli's nine brothers and sisiers one una
old led, last year, to a systematic ing these babies alive we are helping born dead and five dlsd in infant-.-

don't regret any of these things I've
dene though some of them were fool- ish and I'd do them all over again
When John L. Sullivan was in Spo 11 I was young. But
kane, Washington, the other day, Fred
"I told the bonehead who has charge
L. Boalt, of The New Mexican staff, of the
place while I'm away to build
was instructed to get from him an install in the barn for the cow that's
terview, comparing the present crop going to calve, and I've just had a
of white hopes with the fighters ot,letter from my wlfe teiiin!r le he has
John L. s day.
not done it. I've got to get there beiioait man l get tne interview, our!(cre jne calf does.
here is what he did get
"I've got seventy acres back in Mas ona. Well, Saturday, I struck at that
BY FRED L. BOALT.
sachusetts and that's enough;. I ball with all my might some 200
"This is my last season," said John raise potatoes and if the people don't times. I sent it into the woods, into
I. Sullivan.
eat 'em the pigs will. I've got 50 pigs. the water and every place that it
We thought he was joking, but he
"My wife .is there and she's lonely. should not go. That night I was so
wasn't.
She wants 'nie to give up traveling tired I did not eat a bite of dinner.
"My last season,' he repeated. "I've about, but until lately I couldn't see I am not yet over it. I am through
got a cow back home that'll calve i'i it her way. But somehow the notion's with golf."
May, so I've got to get back.
got me to quit the circuit and go
We asked him what he thought o'. home to stay.
'ROCKY STORIES" KEEP
"Cheese it, now. I don't care wheWOMEN FROM BANQUET,
President Wilson, of the high cost of ther Luther McCarty is worthy to wear
Wash., April 8. Women
Spokane,
living, and the Balkan war.
the crown I once wore or not. I won't cf (he Democratic League
of Spokane
"Nix on that stuff," he Bald. "I've compare present day
with will not attend the .Teffersonian ban
been handing out dope for the news- - those of my time. I canfighters
raise as good
here April 15, at which Governor
paper lads thirty years and more. But potatoes as anyone. I've got to be on quet
Lister is to be guest of honor, because,
now I'm through. I've fought and I've band when the calf
and
I'm
arrives,
according to the women, they had been
monologued and I've earned 10
going home."
tcld by Dr. D. C. Newniann, presl-den- t
of gold and tossed them away.
This interview is absolutely unique
of the Thomas Jefferson society
that while they are not barred and
lis all of the clean, wholesome variety, AGAIN TRY TO SCORE7
are invited, they are not expected to
Everybody enjoys it when he removes
MARSHALL: "AH, NEVER MORE." attend bee mse wine and cigars will
the top from huge bat bag and utilizes
be served and "rocky" stories will be
Washington, D. C, April S. Vice
it to catch Bill Steen's spit ball.
President Marshall will play golf no told.
Mrs. Mary G. Jackson, chairman of
The boys gather around to watch more unless the
game is "debrutal-ied.- " the
him when he warms up a pitcher
league, wrote today that the worn
He made that plain today.
r.binir a riehthand catcher's clove on
"On Saturday I played 18 holes." jen would not force themselves where
his left hand to catch the ball, and he said
were not wanted, especially at a
today with reniiniscently they
flipping it off to make the throw back pained expression.
"I had not taken banquet at which "rocky" stories are
be told.
And the bunch goes wild when the
any exercise for some time. I had jt'J
The women are sure thai Governor
southpaw goes on the coaching lines i played nine holes a few times in Ariz- and fills the ambient with his wlerd
Lister will not participate in the ban- admonitions to pitchers and advice
quet in any way that would be embar- A FEMININE TRAIT.
to base runners.
rassing to the women voters of the
State. Mrs. Jackson's letter con
Birmy is going to give Nick a
eludes with the question:
chance to amuse the fans at home
"Do you Think President
ai.d its a cinch the bugs will enioy
Wilson
'
vmiilil
in
Toff.lfCiil'in hannnol
..... 1. 1.utianA
. . . 1. Ua UVII'HVIHUII
his usual antics to the limit.
UUIIIJUCI 1,1
a state where women vote, where it
was announced that on account
of
RUBE EVANS JOINS THE NAPS.
stories his wife would not be
"rocky''
New Orleans, La. April 8. Pitcher
expected to attend?"
,Rube Evans, who made the Naps
kowtow in Sunday's game and allow-jeHeed the Cough that Hangs On.
them only four hits, will become a
The seeds of consumption may be
Nap at the close of the Southern
the cause, and a cough that hangs on
league season.
weakens the system. Foley's Honey
Manager Birmingham Tuesday will
and Tar Compound checks the cough,
turn Catcher Shields and Pitcher Ped-jdheals the inflamed
membranes and
over to the Pelicans,
In return he will be given his choice
strengthens th lungs. E. D. Rouutree.
Stillmore, t?n.J says: "Lagrippe left
of any member of the Pelicans team,
me a deep seated, hacking, painful
s
the selection to be made at the
cough which Foley's Honey and Tar
end. Evans will be the choice
unless he explodes. Evans has pitchcompletely cured." Capital Pharmacy.
ed the best ball of any hurler in the
It will not pay you to waste your
southern season, Including all the
"What is that new baby over at time writing out your legal forms
major and minor stars.
your house, Bobby a boy or a girl?" when you can get them already printNew Mexican Want Ads always
"A girl, I guess they've already ed at the New Mexican Printing com
'
had to buy it a powder puff."
paoy.
bring results. Try it.

Through With Stage Game He's Going Back to
Farm to Raise Pigs and Potatoes Until He Dies.

Massachusetts

1

.

a

Co.,

Toledo builders, used a horse
and buggy and reached each job
but once a day.
His employers bought a. motorHe then
cycle.
"got there"
twice each day.
He now covers 75 to 80 mites
daily and does the work of three
men.
Morework lower cost! And
a motorcycle will do the same
for you.
Let us show you HOW and
WHY. Come in or write for

details.
Under our easy payment
plan, your motorcycle will
practically pay for itself
while being used.

New-Yor-

L

for

the

:

JOHN

8, 1913.

POPE MOTOR CYCLES

-

Overhead Valve Motors
vm.m
h. p. chain drive
Model L
Model M fi h. p. chain drive
$JI5.W
tuoo.oo
Model K BlK 4 h. D belt drive.
Model H liht weight, belt drive $165 00
' ,
Magneto Equipped.

baby-savin-
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Efficiency

in the billing and tabulating typewriter

Tecv Land

j

M.

The Climax of

in

j

MOTOE-C7CLEE- Y
727 San Francisco St., Santa Fe,

Scratch Pads Of all descriptions ana
all qualitlea, 10 pounds for 5J cents.
New Mexican office.
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through the latest Remington development
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NICK CULLOP IS
NAPS FUNNY NAN
i

;

'
i
!

;

i

New Orleans, La., April 8. Cleve-- j
land fans are going to enjoy Nick
Cullop. The very fact that he's a left-- ;
bander should be press notice enough
to assure that.
Nick Altrock and Germany Shaefer
may be funny, but they have nothing
on Nicholas.
There's nothing studier"
about Cullop's comedy. It is of the
extemporaneous variety that bubbles
and bubbles till it flows over am'
n akes everybody laugh.
Nick is the life of the ball club now.
He isn't fresh, either. He's res pec
ful to the older players, and knows
bis place among the recruits. His fun

5r

SOMETHING

TO

travels

j

tall,

swarthy Hindu
a native expert
who knows all
about tea.

y

You simolv move the
carriage to the desired

points on the paper, and at
each point strike the set keyr
that is all. Hand settings are
avoided; all complications are eim
mated, i ne sernng oi me siops

i

He's working for us
and for you
watching the crops,

rfnfp in

ill

and
simple as the operation ot the

3

Tabulator itself.
The Set Key completes the work.

of bringing every act in the
the Tabulator within
compass pf the keyboard. It n
the operation of the Billing
Tabulating Remington- as.eaisy
as simple as ordinary- typewn

opera-'tion'.-

Moreys

Solitaire;

0

India and Ceyldn Tea A
II
(In Tim)
and tea goodness will!
take on a new mean- - A
ing. . it s. just nice
importing your own
'
favorite tea.
"The Best the Grocet
Can Deliver."
.

The Morey Mercantile
.

a

ns mnr.k

'

tasting, testing-an- d
buying tea. Try

sen-sen'-

"fo you recall how seldom we
but before we got our car?"
"Yes I also remember how little it
cost us to go out."

a

Tabulator
A e

This single key sets, the
Decimal tabulator btops
for every variety of billing,
form and tabular work.

and Ceylon there

'

d

t

fields of India

j

REMEMBER.
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Through the tea

i
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the

j

Company"
Denver. Colorado

of

booklet describing the
Send for
and exclusive features of the

i

'

Re ming ton
Typewriter

Visible Models 10 and

if

Remington Typewriter Company
, (Incorporated)

..

1645 Champa St., Denver, Colorado.
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The Cowboy Millionaire
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Sally's Romance
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UNITED STATES BANK

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

&

HUGH WILLIAMS

Very Large Display
BEAUTIFUL

TELLS ABOUT IT

Does a General Banking

j

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

NewStylisliSpringSuitsforMen

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

GO.

GOODS

DRY

MILLINERY

Our Prices Are Much
THE

Business

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

(Owing to the great Interest manl
Doming, N. M., April 8. Hon. Hush
In the Personal
Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to II. Williams, uhairinan of the state
send in by mail (a postcard will do) corporation commission, has been in
Asked concerning the re- or by telephone (call "31 J") items for Denting.
of the commission in re-- ,
readnotion
rent
this column. By doing to the
GUARANTEED ALL WOOL HAND TAILORED in pretty new
ers will confer a favor on the New frilling railroads to Issue TranscontiLOWEST.
Brown, Tan, Blue and Grey Materials, also a new line of Blue
in
the
Mexican and on their friends. Com- nental script, good on all lines
Serges. These Suits are guaranteed to give satisfaction, or your
munications sent by mail should bear slate, Mr. Williams, said:
Money Back.
the signature of the writer).
been
"Heretofore it has
impossible
V. T.
Shelton, superintendent oil to
with
a mileage-boopurchase
125 Palace Ave
the Indian school at Shiprock, arrived which anyone could do any considerSpecial Prices This Week From $12,50 to $16.50
jin the city yesterday. He is stopping able traveling in the state. It is (rue
at the Palace.
that the roads issue such books, but his THEORIES OF
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Mrs. Hidenour and her, J. H.
aim
MARRIAGE DipN'T WORK.
uieyweie oi uumeu ufiui-ttuuof Muskogee, Oklahoma, are vis- could
be used on only one, two or
itors in the city.
,
three roads. I have been, and am still
1)S Angeles,
Calif., April S (!vMr. and Mrs. If. N. "Walter, W. V. ol tlie
opinion mat tnis v. own an un
Wi J)a rUnhu, known as nn
INSURE WITH HARVARD AND RtST CONTENT.
.McKarland and August Doentz, all of
hardship and Inconvenience v(K,.l(e of ,na).,.lagf, by ,uli,11! u0t..
Denver, Colorado, are sightseers in on tne traveling puunc u a man want - n:ent, domouKtrnted today that he had
the city.
eu to do any considerable traveling in
his own theory by IntroducColonel E. W. Dobson, of Albuquer- the state, under the old system, he repudiated
his wife, a Santa Monica young
ing
had to buy a $73 book on the Santa
que, Is here on legal business.
We are offering an exception; lly desirable property sitwoman, whom he had wooed, and
Mrs. J. V. Wiley, of Silver City, is Fe, which was not good west of Albuwithin one and one half blocks of Plaza. Modern
in the world-oluated
von
way.
She i registered at querque. The TI book was good on
a. visitor here.
house of ten rooms, halls, summer kitchen, etc. Large
.'.
of
Mont
a
While
Clair,
resident
Kl
C.
the Santa Fe, the
the Montezuma.
S., and the
lot with desirable frontage and room upon which an adlie had to ,1., several years ago, Da Cunlia camo
Mrs. Kussell 1). Holt, of Espanola, is Paso and Southwestern,
ditional
cottage or two could be erected. It takes money
of
into
his
notice
by
advocacy
public
at the Montezuma.
buy also a $;J0 book on the 1). & U. Ci..
handle
to
this, but IT IS WORTH IT. Let us tell you
I.
Swain
wai
Vw Mexico marriage to Miss Ellen
Har- - which was good on the
S. A. Hutchison, of the Santa
It costs you nothing to learn the facts
of
this
opportunity.
own
ol' public institutions, but
his
bara Tie and Cole company, is here Central, or else buy a $:!) book on
I. Swain wan
to
Miss
Ellen
inarlrage
was
He is stoppin
at the (the New Mexico Central, which
from Velarde.
e!so good on the Kl Paso and South not the result of a public drawing and
European hotel.
N. M.
Room 8, Capital City Bank
Jose Ortiz y Pino, county cotnmis western and the D. & li. (!. In order Pa Cunha now admits his theory was
Building Sanla Fe,
Although the marriage
procure mileage good on tiie S. P all wrong.
jsioner from Galisteo, is here on busi lt"
:xi
lFlrSRFAfBtTrE71iAVrWAlFBASTf
Ix:
west of Kl Paso, or on the Santa Fe look place last. December, it was not
ness.
un
made
because
until
west
today,
the
had
of Albuquerque,
public
traveler
Mrs. .Maud McDonald, of Uxa Ve
unlia feared he would become mo
HO
script-book- .
In short
gas, arrived in the city last evening io have a $!
of ridicule.
victim
order to do any considerable
and will visit with her sister, Mrs. ('.
amount of traveling, you had to invest
F. McKay.
MUST DEFEND CUP.
Charles H. L. Seetwo and his bride, about $250 in mileage and script books
nre at the Palace hotel. Mr, Seetwo And besides, under the old condition,
London, April 8. Sir Thomas Lip- is an interpreter of the department of the traveler could not get out of the
Or Other Elements by gettinjr. one of our HILL UMBRELLAS.
There are
commerce and labor, U. S. immigra- state with the New Mexico mileage ton, the Hritish yachtsman today sent
two kindsthe "Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for
'.
an unconditional challenge for a se- tion service,, with offices at El Paso. books.
A
Prices from $2 to $7.
splendid, useful gift for a lady
general use.
H. Williams and T. Gurley, of the
"Under tho arrangement effected by ries of races for the 'America's cup
or gentleman.
ten
El Paso immigration office, are here the corporation commission, the travel- after
years undisturbed possession J
When pating, ulso itsh in see vur new (isnortmei't uf "LA TAUHCAPt AfiLS,
which ui'l
on business before the IT, S. district er can purchase a $1)1 book, taking i of the trophy, American yachtsmen
Qtattden your eyes.
?
court.
I
cent rate on the Santa Fe and S must again prepare to defnd it.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
G. E. Fltcher of the El Paso police P., and a $40 book, taking a
cent
U.
is
the
here attending
A WORD WITH WOMEN.
rate, good not only in New Mexico
department,
S. district court.
lilt in all southwestern states. Either
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New of these books take a three cent rate Valuable Advice for New Mexican
Mexico mounted police, returned from on the D. & R. (?., C. S and on all
Readers
a trip south yesterday.
the rest of the lines in New Mexico
at the local fare. The Rock Island,
Many a w oman endures Tvilh nobl ?
the El Paso and Southwestern, and patience the daily misery of backache,
MANN
A WILLIAMS,
PROPRIETOR.
New .Mexico Central will also come in- pains about tne hips, blue, nervou9
OFFICE to this agreement in the near, future " spells, dizziness and urinary disor-- ,
i ins
systenming and simplyfyiug of ders, hopeless of relief because she
the mileage book business forjh.0 con. doesn't know what is the matter,
of
Dakota
has
North
Bishop Mann
venience of travelers is quite an im
ReIt is not true that everv nain In
Hack and
Lines.
resigned as bishop in charge of the
portant achievement and is fresh evi- the back or hips is trouble "peculiar
Episcopal churches in New Mexico, to dence of tho
can
Best
Rigs you
disposition on the part to the sex." Often when the kidneys
.which he was temporarily appointed ot
the commission to serve the peo- - get congested ftnd inflamed,
such
SADDLE PONIES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
after the leath of Bishop Kendriek,
of the state.
aches and pains follow.
and the presiding bishop has accepted pie
St.
Francisco
San
Phone
139.
310
You can tell it is kid ey trouble
the resignation. Instead of making The argument upon .which the com
a new appointment,
the presiding mision proceeded in this matter is If the secretions are dark colored and
bishop, who is Bishop Tuttle of Mis- well summed up in its written decision contain sediment; the passages are
Don't exsouri, will take ecclesiastical charge cf Cause No. 4, as follows: "The ques- too frequent or scanty.
of the district himself until a bishop tion was gone into very thoroughly pect them to get well alone.
and comprehensively,
and it was
is elected in October next.
Doan's ftidney pills have won the
mis-- ; found that a mileage or script book praise of thousands of women. They
was
consecrated
Tuttle
Bishop
at home Read this
sionary bishop of Utah, Idaho and which would apply only within this, are endorsed
Montana on May 1, 1867, and was slate and net to El Paso, Texas, or Santa Fe womau's convincing state- transferred to Missouri in 1886. Me Trinidad, Colorado, and points north rment:
Mrs. Ilernnrda R. do Eseuerdo, 10G
has been constantly at work in the thpreof, Pecos, Texas, and other inministry since 1862 aud although 76 terstate points, would be entirely im- Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
years of age is as active and vigorous practicable for the traveling public, "I have Just as high an opinion of
it
inwas
hu
found
a
upon
as
when
more
Doan's
Pills
40.
thorough
one
is
men
No
of
as most
Kidney
today
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJTrial
familiar- with western conditions and vestigation that, a book which would I publicly recommended them in Jan- Order and Convince You.
western people than he, although he apply only within the state of Xew ury, 1907. For about a year I was
Mexico would be acceptable only to a bothered by dull ache and weakness
was born in central New York.
ftw, as the majority of citizens of this across my loins and kidneys. I tired
state, or others who would desire to easily and any exertion brought on
SNOW IN COLORADO.
avail themselves of
or script severe pains in my back.
Hearing
Denver, Colo., April 8. Snow is gen- to be used within thismileage
M. O'CONNELL,
would de- Doan's Kidney Pills highly spoken of,
eral throughout eastern Colorado to- sire from time to timestate
to
to
Kl
go
I was induced to try them. The re- 116 GALISTEO STREET.
Phone 214 J
day, with six inches fresh fall report- Poso or Pecos, Texas, or to
points in suits proved beyond a doubt that
ed from the Cripple Creek district.
and would thus necessitate this
lives up to representaThe temperature is colder thai nor- Colorado,
their paying the local fare or having tions. remedy
The cure it has brought has
mal at this time of the year through- in
their possession another mileage led me to
out the Rocky Mountain region. Conpraise it on more than
or script book, 'which, we believe,
one occasion."
ditions indicate fair weather except
would only add to the inconvenience
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
in eastern Colorado and Northeastern now
DISTRIBUTOR OF
existing in this connection. The cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New Mexico, and little change in
Transcontinental script is at present New
York, sole agents for the United
temperature.
In use in the states of Arizona, Colo
Slates.
rado, Utah, California, and, in fact.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Remember the name Doan's and
throughout practically the entire west, take no other.
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
This
script has been In force for a
M Interested una snouia vonw
water.
number of years, and has been found
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
hnut the wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray lo be entirely practicable within those
Santa Fe, New Mex.
J
35
TELEPHONE
5
The new Vaginal 5yrings.
states; and consequently, after taking!
Best most convenient.
cleanses instantly.
all facts Into consideration, it is be-- ;
Ask your dtueeistfor i
lieved by majority vote that the trans
If he cannot supply
continental script of ninety dollars on
MARVEL, accent 10 Mher7
out ser.d slamo for illustrated
TV M - mm
the basis of two and a half cents per
It give full particu
mile and forty dollars on the basis
lars and directions t .valuable to ladies.
44
1
234
'JirM!.N
MUVU CO.. East
of three cents per mile on practically
EGGS FOR HATCHING
al Itrunk lines within the state, and
iior a reasonably mgner net rate on a
few short lines, was the only solution
H.
KAUNE
ot the problem under consideration.
let under this arrangement, It will only
Because there you will have a
be necessary for a traveler to avail)
Where Quality Governs
the I Price
The early hatched Chick makes
chance to succeed. There climate,
jhimself of a Transcontinental script
which will be good over every Una
the Winter Layer
and Price the Quality 1 1
soil and water, in conjunction with
within the f tate of New Mexico, re
.
....
Nv!lluuu
FRESH EGGS F0R THE TABLE.
,1,.. l,...n-t,T.nn
Intelligent labor, work wonders.
of."
Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poulAllen Dickerman, a prominent min-CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Its not a new idea, but one
man of Michigan, is visiting his
try aud dairy products point the
ing
well worth considering when
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
old friend, Senator C. J. Laughren
i
way to more than a mere living.
Groceries.
The
you buy your
Mr. Payne, also of Michigan, is with
purity and wholesomenrss o'
Mr. Dickerman.
all foods sold in our store
Colonist Excursions
Alex A. Smith has sold his eighty-acrh
Is your best kind of
relinquishment to T. J. Mcftur
Insuranca- - for you. Inferior
ney, sergeant in charge of the raedi'
No one touches it
March 15th to April 15th
goods are not sold by us. We
Mr
cal commissory at Ft. Bayard.
leave that to those who wish
but the baker and you
McBurney's father will live on and
HIGH
to take chances.
1913.
Then one way second-clastickimprove the tract. John Penzak, who
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
llllllllltlllltlltll
ets from Santa Ke, N. M., to Los Anrecently purchased forty acres of the
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
Smith place northwest of town, has
geles, San Francisco, San Diego and
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
the reclamation o- the same.
begun
to many otlur points in California
we
Goods
want
which
our
upon
Thomas J. Magee purchased yester
will be sold for 130.00. Corresponding
reputation to rest. . Please
Fire, Life. Accident
day through A. A. Smith, four lots
.
remember this.
fare from points on other lines in conbelonging to Lee Q. Lester, upon
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc
nection with the Santa Fe. Liberal
which he will erect several cottages
stupott-priwitties.
for rent.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Thrtc fast trains daily from Kansaa
E. Williams & Co. are installing a
RECEIVED
City carry tourist sleopprs and free
and harness shop In
'
load Of the sbuildingsaddle
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No. 4

WORTH INVESTIGATING

'.

(South Side)

J

See Us at Once and Qet Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

-

JOSEPH

B.

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

I

SURETY

1

ilIfiffMlliliii'

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

IHIIIH

JEWELER,

2

:

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and 'the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

THE
BARN
STAR
W.

BISHOP
RESIGNS

f

GENERAL LIVERY

GASPER ST.

104 DON

Telephone

9 W

Entire Stable
get.

Baggage
stocked.

i

'

In the Cold

Rug or Carpet

Weather a

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

We have some of the
e
Finest Brussels Carpets and
kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
IS A GREAT COYIFORT.

Weil-Mad-

'

including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today

AKERS

THE

-

WAGNER

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

AND

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
Manager.

CO.

aHENRY KRICK&- -

Foster-Milbur-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

and

Imported

Domestic

Every Woman

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

j

j

GREGG & COLE, Props.

m

--

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

6f-i-

8

S.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

1

THE ATCHISON TOPEKA
SANTA FE

W

8

SYSTEM

THE SHORT LINE.
TO

-

CALIFOR'MA
All

Points EAST,

NORTH aiiij SOUTH.

THE GHI6H60 AND GALiFORNM LIMITED

TRAINS.

are Palaces on Wheels, equipped with Compartment Drawing
Room Sleepers; a Club car containing gentlemen's buffet,
reading
and smoking room and barber shop; Observation car with library
and parlor.
3 and 4

Three Other Daily Throjifh Trains East and West

" FRED

FE ALL THE WAY'

HARVEY

MEALS THREE TIMES A DAY."

Let us plan your trip East or West and arrange for through
sleeping car accommodations on any of our through trains.
For further Information, time tables and literature pertaining to
the Santa Fe, call on or address,

W. R. BROWN,
D.

F. & P. A.,

EI Paso, Texas.

H. S. LUTZ.'Agent,

n

wrapped and seated

,

MAYES

INSURANCE

are
Our Bakery
the Best in
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REAL ESTATE

JUST
Another car
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Patent Flour.

Shipment

J

Etc

Surety Bonds

Rates on Sale'to California.
Tourist Rates on iSaleJune 1st, .913.

Reduced

"SANTA

1

10c

1

CALIFORNIA

$2.00.3 EGGS

24 Ounce Loaf for

SizrS

You Will Like

SANITARY BREAD

CO.

THE BIG

Next Door to Postof f ice.

;

'

j

FUNERAI DIRECTORS
"

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

'

ed.

.

Santa Fc.N.M.

CANDIES

Ail (Kinds.

Tea and

W.,

Telephone

S.

.

KAUNE

&

CO.

Where, Prices are Lowest
k

Jqr afe Quality.

Reed Wa'kins, who recently pur
chased the old Van Meter place from
L. E. Booker, of El Paso,
reports
grass coming in fine shape on the
great range west of Demlng. He says
that there is enough moisture in the
ground to make the grass good until
summer rains begin. .
f-

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA FE

-

NEWMEICOj

Scratch Pad ol all descriptions an
uvri all dualities. 10 pounds (or 60 cent'

Nw

Mexican

j

The Modern Garage
Phones Main 34
STORED

CARS

3S5

BROWN

& 63 W
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The Oldest Bank in the State.

Sly
in.,

President
....General Manager
Editor
.....Associate Editor

J. Wight Glddlngs

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronsott M. Cuttlne

jj

'191S,

flme It the teat of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has auccessfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

jt;

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit an 4 Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts laaued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every buslneaa house to establish
with a strong, aervice-ylvlnbank
banking relations
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

ft Booklet Free on Request fa
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

in 1870.

Growth

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
Flaying, trap 6hooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
oue and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?

.

Organized

load of beans, which is about all that how she voles. I hope this experience
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SHE HAS A RIGHT TO PRIMP.
We have had the era of dependence, of intriguing for special favors.
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Clogged Bowels a
Menace to Health

A

CAN

SEWER

SYSTEM PAY

viauu wuli plenty of water for irrior
gation and with an abundance
fertilizer. The dltlicttlty of
uisposing of this effluent wits the reason for the city's purchase of th
f.irtn. No matter where the outlet oi
the sewers was placed, neighboring
ranchers complained that it was a
menace and a nuisance.
At first, the city ollicials thought it
wise to lease the farm to a private
concern for a long term. Hut that plan
did not work well. The dissatisfaction
of both lessor and lessees became so
acute that both were glad to Ueclary
the lease off. That was three yeais

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MRS. McGILL

MASONIC.
Montezuma

DOWN

BROKE

WANT;

Lodge

No. 1, A F. & A. M
Regular communi-

cation first Monday
of each month at

I

FOR KKXT
Phone

OOlllH.

Modern

house

123 .1.

Gives the Real Facts In Regard to
Constipation at Bottom of Most SerHall
at
Masonic
ious Illnesses Avoided by a
Want to sun or trade your properly?
Her Case and Tells HovTShe
7:30.
Ask for our free big list. Soltliwest
Simple Remedy.
Suffered.
K. R. PAUL, W. M.
I'.eul Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
Trace the origin of the commoner
M.
ills of life ami almost Invariably you
Jonesboro, Ark. "I Buffered a com- CHAS. E. LINNEV, Secretary.
will fiud that constipation was the
plete break down in heallh, some tlma
cause. It is not to be expected that a
FOR KENT Rooms for men. Newly
CITY PLANNING BOARD FINDS THAT
Santa Fe Chapter No
ago," writes Mrs. A. McCill, from this
food
in
furnished.
Hot water heat,
can remain
mass of fermented
t'so of
R.
A.
M.
1,
could
Regular
was
"I
place.
very weak and
FRESNO, CALIF., TURNED FARMER
Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Cuthe system beyond its time without
'library.
second
convocation
1.
not do any work. I tried different
ago.
vitiating the blood and affecting the
Monday of each uiouib rlier (Irani and Johnson. Tel. 2
AND THEN ANSWERED THE QUESbut thpy did me no good.
Then the city officials decided to remedies,
nerves and muscles. It congests the
at
Masonic Hall at
I
One
of
a
bottla
Cardui.
It
got
KCCS FOR HATCHING from pure
entire body,
TION "YES."
manage the farm themselves. A com- - did meday,
7:30 p. m.
so much good, I was surprised,
bred chickens. Huff Orpingtons, $1..2"i
niittce of the board of trustees was
J. A. MASSIK,
The results are colds, fevers, piles,
end took some more.
S ELI G MAN;
II. P. per 1.1; Rhode Island Reds, $1.00 i er
appointed
by the mayor to take
headaches and nervousness with its
Before i took Cardui, I had headache ARTHUR
The plans for a sever system for charge, and the chairman of that com1.": White Leghorn, 7.1c per IS. R. B.
Secretary.
accompanying indigestion and sleepRnd
Santa. F.e are being discussed by resi- mittee became practically the superbackache, and sometimes I would
A nd
rsoii, I'. S. Indian school.
lessness. There is only one thing to
dents who seek to make the city a intendent of the farm, lie chose
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
Santa Fe Conimauder?
do, and that is to remove the trouble;
hygienic as its climate.
as the crop best adapted to the and can do all kinds of housework. I
$ Is. On
No. 1, K. T. Regular
and when nature seems unable to do
Weekly Lady or gentleman
The cost of a complete septic tank soil and to the size of t lie farm in think it is the greatest medicine on
conclave fourth Mon- as Held representative soliciting sub- You
will
it, outside aid is necessary.
.
..-sewer system for Santa Fe is estimat- 1910, the crop paid running cxpmses. earth."
DOCIA WOOD.
find the best of all outside aids a remday in each month at scripiions to leading fashion ptiblica
ed by the city planning board's engi- In 1911, 200 acres were planted. Last
In the past fifty years, thousands of
Masonic Hall at 7:30 lion and appointing
Na- edy that many thousands are now us- muscles lo do their work
naturally neer to be ?i;::,000, T1ksg who have year, 300 acres were put in alfalfa ladies have written, like Jlrs. McGill,
.liomil Sales .Association, Los Angeles,
P. m.
&Xtw
ing for this very purpose, called Dr.
to tell of the benefit received from
sewer
studied
the
declare
of
problem
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. Calif., ;.tf3 San Fernando Illdg.
and 100 acres in grain hay. In the Cardui.
s aguin, and in a short time all forms
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Many
that a city ranch of 120 acres irrigated meantime, contracts of sale, for the
Such testimony, from earnest women, W E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of the good results ob- - medicine can be dispensed with. It
telling
.1
had been made at $11 a ton so surely indicates the great value of this
.:....., -- .. .1
Ainn,tn can be bought without inconvenience and fertilized by the city sewer, grow
TYPEWRITERS
of aIfalfa ,0 ;he acic that a market was ready when if ma- - tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
f iw.io
u
f
r.f. Lt nv nprhv rim? store for fiftv cents inach tnree tons
Santa Fe Lodge of Per- Cleaned, adjustea and
women.
a
Are
Yes?
in
sufferer?
you
would
a
few
repaired. Npw
yonrs
yield tured The results of liisi year's oper
fection No. 1, 14th de- platens furnished. Ribbons
tie Hiver Academy. North Carolina, and one dollar a bottle, the latter size f
Cardui is the medicine you need.
and sup.or
mrn.sn
ite ations were these:
est
mtei
ine
Acwho
and
those
Ancient
We urge you to try it.
who suffered with constipation and being regularly bought by
gree.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
wn
ex rf. Alfalfa U300 tons )
an
and
tund
nki8
supply
of
are
Rite
value.
$14,300
Results
N. B
Write to I Ladles' Advisory Dept.,
cepted Scottish
and lentod. Standard makes handled.
indigestion so badly that she could not already know its
Vedk ine Co., Oiat'anoojjj, T'nn., (or Xprritti
' Grain hay (125 tons)
" w,c ",c
2,373
Free Masonry meets on AH repair work and typewriters guarsleep well at night and everything she always guaranteed or money will be,"""
and
book, "Homp Tre.u(
Inttructiims,
connec- - Fees for
of
free
number
certain
se.er
.1.000
the third Monday of each month at anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- lor Wumen," ient IP plain wrapper, un
pasturage
ate distressed her. She writes that refunded
rejuv
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New change, Phone
-after her mother had given her Dr.
W.
uu
"""
!
Can a sewer system be made to
Kite
Scottish
Total
Cathedral.
$17,073
Visiting
Caldwell's Syrup J'epsin she "can now ever useu oyiup i
uiiu
juu
tpm
dividends?"
The
worth
of
on
the
Fresno,
$173,000
"pay
merest
to
city
The
farm
of
the
charges
are
attend.
Masons
:nd
invited
i
the'
START .MAIL ORDER BUSINESS.
cordially
expenses
eat anything."
would like to make a personal trial of
were of city bonds that were issued to build
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
investment in improvements
You buy no instruction course.
Free
It has untold advantages over pills, it before buying it in the regular way California, answers yes.
will
and
provide
Several years ago, Fresno bought about $9000. so that the net income for the sewage system,
Venerable Master. information so you can start big
salts and the various coarse cathartics of a druggist, send your address a
the
A. WHEELON,
several thousands of dollars for
Secy.
You make
and purgatives, for while these do but postal will do to Dr. V. B. Caldwell, a farm of SI 2 acres of raw land as ail the year was approximately $SG00
,ig business.
your own
..-- -Part of this profit will be used bv sinking fund to wipe these bonds out
goods. I write and print your circulars
temporary good, Syrup Pepsin cures 417 Washington St., Monticello, 111., cutlet for the city sewage system.
The
was $30,800, or about $38 an the city to r'c'aiin some of the remain oi existence. And the value of the
B. P. O. E.
free. No expensive newspaper adver- permanently. The effect of its action and a free sample bottle will be mail-- acre. price
itself
Last year, with about 400 acres ing 100 acres from alkali.
This is city's investment -- the land
banta
to train the stomach and bowel ed you.
LOUgeo tising. New plan best of all. Mes- P. O. B.. si nger, .Monrovia, Calif.
460, B.
jof it under cultivation, the farm paid done ly leaching small areas of the 'has risen under its wise management
the city a net profit of $S.ti00. The alkali land, about 20 acres at a time. from $38 an acre to $300 an acre for'
holds its reg"lnr
.
session on the sec-- '
,,
managers estimate that this year, - ith This washing process renders the soil the cultivated portion, or from about
a larger share of the land in use, a fit for cultivation. It is then plowed $31,000 to about $133,000 for the whole
fourth ROOIfiS, IMStSt & RailCkS
ond
and
...
Wednesday cf each
profit of more than $15,000 wUl be and laid out In small squares sur- - farm.
hat Have You to Rent ?
earned.
month,
rounded by irrigation dikes called
Thus, by turning farmer. Fresno has
ii wnn wno. aufYinatris, Koom
invitare
brothers
Fresno's sewage is treated by the "checks."
investbusiness
excellent
made an
Laughlin BIcck.
cd and welcome.
died a short time ago, which probably "septic tank" process, by which fie
BRAKEMAN LOSES HAND.
The profits from the farm ihis yearlllent and haH lowered the tax rate of
Rooms and houses furnished or undirecT.
Y,
in
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one
our
to
of
that
a
FRANK
the
sterBob Sparks,
entire effluent of the sewers is
will probably be sufficient to pay all! its citizens. Members of the city
popular puts stop
hopes
A select list
furnished.
always on
Exalted P.uler,
brakemeu on the E. P. & S. W. "Polly" tion. Therefore, the only sensible mzed by the natural action of harm- - the cost of maintenance of the city 'planning board of Santa Fe are asking;
hand.
P X. A. LIEN AU.
train on this line lost a hand between thing to do now is what we should
sewer system, including cleaning andjwny pnn't Santa Fe do the same?
Secretary $aves y0(J Jjjrjg
the bumpers in coupling cars Wednes- have done when the Los Angeles fled water and a solid matted sedi- repairs. Besides this, these profits!
.
The farm, therefor.j, is pro- - will provide the money to pay all the
day. He is in the hospital in Tucum-car- i chamber of commerce was redhot for ment.
a
of
on
case
no
is
record
There
Fe Camp
Santa
and getting along nicely. His this southern line and that is, organ- cough, cold or lagrippe developing
M.
W. A
13514,
many friends here extend sympahty ize a real railroad company locally,
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pneumonia
was
as
some
done
CARDS
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after
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American.
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welcome.
City Attorney.
neighbors
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cream
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town Monday with a can of
A. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
GOOD WATER PROSPECTS.
Capital City Dank Building,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
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E:liipment.
Rooms
A. E. P. ROHINSON, Clerk.
The early flow of water in the river
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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down
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filling
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level
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the
and
raising
There's
Porfirio Chaves, Lincoln.
debts, besides."
paying
G. W. PRICHARD,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
on the tract. Before the first
K. V. Llobson, Albuquerque.
plenty of room in this country for lakes
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Fe
Santa
Attorney
Lodge
made
for irrigation water by
more dairy farmers, and there's also call is
Louis H. Inglee, Albuquerque.
in
Practices
a'l the District Courts
meets
regularly
C. B. Clark, Mogollon.
a big demand for his product a de- the farmers, the reservoirs will be
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock and gives special attention to cases
about
full.
House
VV.
J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
mand not easily supplied.
' in Odd Fellows Hall.
Visiting broth before the State Supreme Court.
Pioneer-News- .
The snowfall in the mountains has
Jlrs. J. W. Wiley, Silver City.
Olflce: Luughiin Bltlg., Santa Fc, N. M.
welcome.
erg
always
been heavy, and when it begins to
Mason J. Kelly, Silver City.
melt a little later in the season, there"
COONEY GOES UP.
P. W. Mc.Munn, St. Louis.
. Chas. R. Eatley,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA Chas, F. Eatlcy,
K. F. Ruins, Mogolllon.
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in
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flow
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.month
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ia the county jail at Socorro. He
end of July. During those two months j
W. M. McGrath, Lordsburg.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-- Land Department,
taken up there on the afternoon train. the big forty foot ditch leading from;
P. J. McCarty, Silver City.
Land grants and titles examined.
come.
We are glad to see that Justice Mar- the headgate on the Vermijo to Lake
Karl A. Kyuer, Oklahoma City.
BENITO ALA RID, President.
Santa Fe, N. 11., branch OLlice, Estasron is taking this step as it will he'p Two will be running bank full, and the
Miss Stewart, City.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
cia, N. M.
rid the city of this class of citizens water used for spring irrigation will
Jlrs. 11. Sousea, Shiprock.
women
who have been intimidating
be replaced and the reservoirs will
Mrs. Russell I). Holt, Espanela.
F. W. FARMER
M. J. McGUINNESS
and children to get something to eat. again be bank full.
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Homestead
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAOE EIGHT

MAattUB-- -

Miguel county to visit the various
schools and to stir up an interest in
domestic science and manunl train- ing.

F. ANDREWS

WALL STREET.

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
FOR

LIMITED TIME:

A

.
.
$ .10
Banquet Tomatoes, per can,
1.20
per dozen"
2.35
per case,
Banquets are the standard No. 2 54' a regular 2'Jor 25c
selier. Our price 10c per can.
'

Phone No. 4

ANDREWS

Phone No.

4

OFFICIAL NEWS.
Acting Governor K. C. tin l!acu flat-fi- l
today that Governor McDonald is
steadily improving al St. Viiuvut's
Sanitarium and that messages received from his bed side show that
the chief executive is undergoing a i

most satisfactory treatment.

COMMISSIONERS.
The acting governor named the folto the New
lowing commissioners
Mexico state fair: Iialph V. Ely. of
two years;
Doming, Luna county,
Charles A. Sehenrich, Clovis. Curry
county, four years; Simon Stern of
Albuquerque, Ilernaliilo county, three
NAMES

i

j

years.
APPOINTS

NOTARIES.

The acting governor appointed these
notaries ; Joseph ('. Dunlop, Dunlop,
I haves
county; Jesus M. I assaus, or
Guadalupe county.
NEW COMPANY.
Articles of incorporation were filed
by the Superior Coal company with
Charles K. Run?, as agent and ollico at
Albuquerque.
Capital stock, $25,000
divided into 250 shares at ?10. Stockholders: Mrs. Kliziibeth G. Kunz. (17
shares; Charles R Kunz, 07 and Guy
L. Rogers, (iti shares, all of Albuquer-- ,
que.

NEW ROAD.
"Yes, wi are going to hav a new
road to l.amy," said Stale Engineer
French this morning, 'J. V. Johnson,
highway engineer, is staking it off
right now. We are going to try to get
a seven per cent grade.
At present
the grade is as high as 18 per cent,
"You mean 45 on that hill don't
you?" was asked.
"No," said the engineer, laughing,
"a 4" per cent grade would not he
scaled except where one could climb
up on rock steps, or by sticking one's
feet into holes made to serve as steps.
Tlut the 18 per cent grade is formidable enough."
Mr. French has been assured by the
Harvey house people that a suitable
entrance to Lamy will be built by
them for the convenience of
motor-Klvin-

jS(S,

EDUCATORS

j

HUSTLE.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Fiiadelfo Baca has gone to
Rio Arriba county to arouse enthus- iasin in educational circles, Ife will
make a tour of the county, visiting
the schools and talking to teachers
and pupils.
Miss Mannette A. Myers, head of
industrial education, has gone to San

T IN
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j

skins. Last year the government collected $15,100 from this source. There
were :!S blue and white fox skins.
The question is still at issue us to
whether tiie islands fhould be leased
tn private concerns
for fox killing
purposes. At present the government
also ;iets the proceeds from the seal
skins which are sold, these being only
those from animals used by the na-- t
ives for food.
I

Fe.
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run-dow-

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT

THE DE VARGlAS

WIN

PRIZES
FOR DISTRICT NO .4.

3.

Consisting of Bernalillo, San Juan, McKinley, Valencia, Socorro, Sierra,
Grant, Luna and Dona Ana Counties.
ONE $450 STORY & CLARK PIANO.
ONE $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

I
I

ONE $150 DIAMOND
ONE
'

I
I

Consisting

RING.

VACATION TRIP TO PACIFIC COAST.
ONE $75 I. C. S. SCHOLARSHIP.
ONE $25 GOLD WATCH.

Twenty-fiv- e

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

I

lI

I
PRIZE I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i

j.

Guadalupe, Quay, Curry, Roosevelt, Lincoln
Chaves, Otero and Eddy Counties,
ONE $450 STORY & CLARK PIANO.
ONE $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.
ONE $150 DIAMOND RING.
ONE VACATION TRIP TO PACIFIC COAST,
ONE $75 I. C. S. SCHOLARSHIP.
ONE $25 GOLD WATCH.
of Torrance,

Rich Prizes Valued at Over $5,000

There

no losers.
Non-Priz-

e

A

j

'

j

'

Commission

Winners.
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1

I
Nomination
Blank
COUPON
VOTE
The Santa Fe New Mexican's
$5,000.00

PRIZE

I

J. F. RHOADS,
-

j

FOR DISTRICT NO 2.
Consisting of Sandoval, San Miguel, Taos, Mora, Coifax, Union ano
'
Rio Arriba Counties,
&
STORY
ONE $450
CLARK PIANO.
ONE $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.
ONE VACATION
TRIP TO PACIFIC COAST.
ONE $75 I. C. S. SCHOLARSHIP.
ONE $150 DIAMOND RING.
ONE $25 GOLD WATCH.

RING.

FOR DISTRICT NO

1

-C03STTSST
$5,000.00

hereby nominate and cast 5.000 votes for

The Santa Fe New Mexican's

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES

Miss, Mr. or Mrs.

Address
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
prize contest.

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves fn
this contest. Pon't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send In today.
ONLY ONE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.

1

I
1

Address

1

neatly clipped out name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
Do not roll or fold.
Mail in flat packages.
This coupon, when

The second announcement of the names of candidates who have been entered in this race will
it costs nothing to try.
appear Saturday, April 12. Clip the coupons above and send in
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Washington, D. C, April 8. Pelts
from the blue and white fox raised
this past season on the Prybloff Islands, have netted the government
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uay from the agent wno urougnt me
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Amalgamated and Reading
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Vegetable Compound, made from roots and somewhat dusty. At night there
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was a light rain which laid the dust,
SANTA FE.N.M.
Lieutenant Rereton, with Chambler Telephone 157 W.
If you want special advice write to Snow also fell, and this morning resi- Lydia E. rinkliam Medicine Co. (confdents were amazed to see their strug-idential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will gling lawns frosted.
be opened, read and answered by a
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system.
-Iparilla Compound gives you strength;
JACKSON IS RELEASED.
and energy; besides it fortifies you
sickness.
(against
XS 3STOW
Los Angeles, Calif., April 8. Pitch- church Supper Tomorrow night
er Charley Jackson, of the Los Ange-- i Wednesday, April 9th, the annual con- les team of the Pacific ciwit baseball gregational meeting of the First Pres
league, was released today. Jackson, byterian church will be held in the
who came here from St. Joseph, Mo., Scottish Rite Cathedral dining room,
the Ladies' Aid of the church are
has been sick nearly all winter.
going to serve a chicken supper at
0:30 for which some 200 plates will
W. G. SARGENT,
bo laid for invited friends and members. After this the business of the
W. H. MENDENHALL,
evening will be taken up, which will
consist of reports from all the
nations of the church, and the discus-Isioof the church, and the discussion
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
of plans and business for the ensuing
year. The business period will be en
newly furnished throughout ; also freshly painted and
livened with various toasts by mempapered. Many private baths and all the combers and friends of the congregation.
The case of Dr. W. Hume Brown
hotel.
forts of a first-clas- s
against W. II. Gobel in the district
is
now
court for a dental bill of $111
'occupying the attention of Judge Abbott. Some expert testimony will be
called, and this afternoon's evidence
ft may include that of Mrs. Gone, for
whom the dental work was done. E.
1. Davies is counsel for the plaintiff
and Renehan & Wright are
ing the defendant.

LOCAL ITEMS.

THREE WOMEN

greatest and most liberal inducement ever made to the newspaperreading J
public of Santa Fe and State of New Mexico. May 24th w ill see twentyfive
of its most energetic workers holding tickets for as many prizes, consisting of
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PLANTS

BEDDING

MESSAGE
PRESIDENT'S
FIRST
DEALS WITH THE TARIFF
SOLELY.

Order your Bedding Plants now for delivery Next Month.

I

-

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

(Continued from page onel.
to the utmost and
rank and file.

Phone 12. 1

throughout both

WOODROW WILSON'.
The White House, April 8, 1918.
UNUSUAL SCENE.
"Washington, D. C, April 8. Here
was the head of the nation come to
assert that he was a person, "a hu
man being" come to deal with his
fellow men in control of the nation's
destiny as a man of force, not a mere
It
department of the government.
was all so unusual that to many it
seemed almost unreal, but the presl- dent, smiling as he spoke, and talk- ing to the great assemblage as man
to man soon developed in the gathering a fellow feeling.
The president read in a clear voice
which carried his words to every corner of the hall. Members of the house
and senate sat throughout In rapt attention following every word closely.
A murmur of conversation that swept
the galleries when the president began, was soon hushed as the imposing
figue at the clerk's desk read on In
his commanding but .conversational
style. As he closed his introductory
remarks, explaining his presence before them senators and representatives joined in applause.
The president concluded the reading at 1:08, amid a wild applause,
' "I thank you sincerely," he said,
and as the members arose, Mr. Wilson stepped qnickly down from the
clerk's desk and escorted by his reception committee, left the hall.
The vice president headed the procession of senators as they left the
chamber. The visit of the president
to congress had lasted ten minutes
and became history.
The president tarried a few min
utes in the speaker's room, after leaving the chamber, and chatted with
Representatives Underwood, Palmer,
Mann, and Senators Kern, Bacon and
He then left the capitol
Ballinger.
for the White House.
DEMOCRATS IN CAUCUS.
Washington, D. C, April 8. House
Democrats assembled in caucus today
Immediately after President Wilson
had read his message. They did not
take up the tariff bill, however. It
went over to tomorrow while the caucus took up the question of committees and other organization details.
Minority selections for five committees ways and means, rules, accounts, enrolled bills and mileage were
made. The Democratic majority elections already have been made.
Progressives drew three places In
today's allomtments. Murdock got on
ways and means; Chandler, of New
York, rules, and Woodruff, of MichiThe Progresgan, got on accounts.
sives expect to get In all 40 of 270 mi
nority places. These Republicans got,!

THE
JEWELER

S. SPITZ,

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HIGH-GRAD- E
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WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

FOR A
BIG HARVEST

PLANT OUR

Western
' Seeds
Get Seeds

that are Ac-

climated to this Locality. They Will Give
the Best Results.

Santa Fe Hardware
&

I

Supply Co.

